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ABSTRACT plasma shape is therefore severely limited, making
optimization of the control algorithm both crucial

A design strategy for an integrated shaping and difficult.
and stability control algorithm for ITER is de-
scribed. This stategy exploits the natural multi- In present-day shaped tokamaks, the typical
variable nature of the system so that all poloidal vertical instability growth time is much shorter
field coils are used to simultaneously control all than the typical plasma shaping response time, al-
regulated plasma shape and position parameters, lowing shape and vertical stability control to be
A nonrigid, flux-conserving, linearized plasma re- analyzed and accomplished independently of each
sponse model is derived using a variational proce- other. By contrast, ITER plasma shaping and ver-
dure analogous to the ideal MHD Extended Energy tical stability response times are comparable, ow-
Principle. Initial results are presented for the non- ing to the low elongation and strong coupling be-
rigid plasma response model approach applied to tween plasma and conducting structures. In such a
an example DIII-D equilibrium. For this exam- case, an integrated stability and shaping control al-
pie, the nonrigid model is found to yield a higher gorithm can be most efficiently designed using mul-
passive growth rate than a rigid current-conserving tivariable control analysis and design techniques.
plasma response model. Multivariable robust con- These methods can take advantage of the similar
troller design methods are discussed and shown to shaping and stability time scales and make efficient
be appropriate for the ITER shape control prob- use of the limited control degrees of freedom.
lem.

The control philosophy guiding the design in-
I. INTRODUCTION volves the use of "robust" design techniques and

control law "gain scheduling." Gain scheduling in-
An important component of the ITER Engi- volves determining control laws for a finite set of

neering Design Activity (EDA) is an initial design operating point equilibria and changing the con-
of the plasma shaping and stability control system, troller specification dynamically as the shot evolves.
In general, the necessary control accuracies and The controller selected at any given time during
precisions for ITER are comparable (as fractions of the shot will depend on the plasma kinetic and cur-
the minor radius) to those achieved in present-day rent profile state as well as the phase the shot is
experiments. However, the number of poloidal field in. Robust control design and analysis techniques
(PF) coils available for shaping control in ITER is seek to ensure adequate performance in the pres-
smaller than the number available in most highly ence of expected levels of noise, disturbance, and
shaped tokamak plasma experiments. These coils model error.
are also more distant from the plasma (relative to
the minor radius) than is typical in other toka- The design procedure involves determination
maks. The ability of the PF coils to affect the of the operating point equilibria, calculation of the



perturbational plasma responses about the operat- _ _
ing point equilibria, design of a robust controller, Selamld-_
and both linear and nonlinear tim_,ependent sim- Coil

ulation of the closed-loop system behavior. 10 Cell
Section II describes features of the ITER con-

trol problem and specifications by the ITER Joint
Central Team (JCT). The general tokamak stabil- S'

ity and shaping control problem is formulated in Smclm
Section III. Plasma response models required for
tokamak control design are discussed in Section IV. -, - V_ml
A nonrigid flux-conserving model is derived and 0
compared with a current-conserving rigid vertical
shift plasma model. Section V discusses the advan-

tages of robust design in the tokamak equilibrium 5
control problem, and Section VI contains summary
comments and discussion.

II. ITER CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 10 Dlwltllr

A. PresentITER BaselineDesign 15 -- _'__/w

- PoloiclmlFbld

A recent form of the ITER EDA baseline ma- .._
chine geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The figure il- I [ ......... . ..........
lustrates the lower single-nuU plasma configuration 0 li 10 lS 10
and the relatively small number of PF coils avail- (m)
able for shaping. The most recent design includes
a 25 MA toroidal plasma current, 8.1 m major ra- Fig. 1. ITER TAC-4 baselinegeometry.The figureillus-
dius, 3.0 m minor radius, _95 = 1.54 elongation, trates the lower single-null plasma configuration and the
and a 5.7 T toroidal field on axis. The nominal relativelysmallnumberof poloidalfield(PF) coilsavail-
passive growth rate for a passive structure with able for shaping.

total toroidal resistance of 10/_ is approximately
1.5 s-1.1 As is often the case for tokamak vertical assumption is that six of _he seven superconduct-
stability control, this growth time is comparable to ing PF coils are to be simultaneously available for
the magnetic diffusion time through the conduct- shaping and stability control. No subset of these
ing structure. However, ITER is unusual in that six coils is to be dedicated to control of any partic-
other plasma shape response modes have damping ular equilibrium shape parameter, such as vertical
rates which are also comparable to this diffusion position. The remaining (inboard ohmic) coil will
time. This means that control algorithms for both be dedicated to plasma current control.
plasma shaping and stability control must take the
overall system dynamic response into account and Guidance was also provided by the JCT on
compensate properly for the resulting phase lags. the set of plasma parameters to be be controlled

in ITER. Seven parameters can be controlled in
B. Control Conventions and Assumptions principle with the seven PF coils provided in the

present EDA design. The chosen set of controlled
The basis for the design of the ITER plasma parameters is comprised of the plasma current and

control system was broadly determined by the 2nd six gaps between the plasma separatrix and the
ITER Technical Meeting on Plasma Equilibrium & neighboring first wall surface. A schematic illus-
Control (Naka Joint Work Site, November 1993). tration of the control gaps is given in Fig. 2. Two
This meeting along with further determinations by of these gaps (G1, G2) define the distance between
the ITER JCT specified the conventions to be fol- separatrix and divertor throat wall. Two of the
lowed by the Member Home Teams in the design gaps outside the divertor region must reflect the
of the equilibrium control system. The principal plasma-antenna distance in the extreme outboard



G_ _--,.q._._ is expected to be regulated by a separate control

loop which drives the ohmic coil alone. However,
appropriately modified control laws must be gain

. scheduled as well for circumstances under which

the plasma current departs significantly from the
G G3 set point.

The evolution of currents in conductors (and
thereby the plasma state) is described by a set
of circuit equations, derived from Faraday's Law,
which include the plasma response to current vari-
ations. The circuit equations can be written as a

first order linear matrix differential equation:
G1 G2 Mssl8 + R8818 + X8,18+ = B1Vpf , (1)

Fig. 2. ITERgap control geometry, where subscript "s" refers to the complete set of
stabilizing conductors and /_s represents the time

region (G3) and the gap in the upper-outboard derivative of the conductor current vector. The
high toroidal field ripple region (G4). The remain- vector Vpf denotes the control voltages applied to
ing two gaps define the distance between plasma active PF coils. The non-square matrix B1 con-
and points on the upper-inboard (G5) and extreme tains an identity matrix of rank equal to the num-
inboard (G6) walls. The exact position of the four ber of PF coils in its upper portion, and all zero en-
gaps outside the divertor region may be allowed to tries in its lower portion. The upper portion ide._-
vary as the discharge evolves in order to optimize tity matrix allows active voltage to be applied to
control performance. PF coils alone, while the lower portion zero ma-

trix reflects the zero voltage of passive (e.g. vessel)
For design purposes it is being assumed that conductor elements. Ms8 is the conductor mutual

full knowledge of the plasma state (gap spacings) inductance matrix, and R88 is the conductor re-
and some estimate of conductor eddy currents is sistance matrix. The plasma response matrix X88
available from an appropriate diagnostic array and describes flux variations at the conductors due to

a real time equilibrium reconstruction tool. plasma variations which in turn arise from con-
ductor current changes. X88 therefore completely

III. TOKAMAK SHAPE AND STABILITY CONTROL specifies the linearized plasma response to conduc-
tor current state variables. Conductor variations

The shape of a tokamak plasma is essentially described by this matrix include changes in plasma
determined by the axi_ymmetric toroidal currents current which must occur on the fast time scale to
flowing in the conducting structure and PF coils, conserve flux, although the operating point plasma
along with certain internal plasma characteristics, current is taken to be fixed by a separate control
For modeling purposes, large continuous conduct- loop not described in these equations.
ing structures such as the vacuum vessel are di-
vided into arrays of discrete current paths, each of The circuit equation, Eq. (1), can be readily
whose currents contribute an entry to a vector/8, cast in the "state space" form with simple matrix
Along with the set of internal plasma quantities, manipulations once the geometry-dependent and
Is completely describes the state of the system, plasma response terms have been determined. The

state space representation of a dynamic system de-
The internal plasma quantities include the scribed by a set of coupled linear first order dif-

plasma current, Ip, the confinement efficiency pa- ferential equations consists of a first-order matrix
rameter, _3p, and the normalized internal induc- "state" equation and a matrix "output" equation.
tance per unit length, ii. These quantities are The state equation describes the time evolution of
used as a basis for "gain scheduling:" when their the system's state variables while the output equa-
values depart sufficiently from the specified operat- tion describes the dependence of sensed quantities
ing point, a new set of control gains optimized for on state and control variables. For the shape con-
the new re,me must be used. The plasma current trol problem we have described, the state space can



be written as throughout the phase must be demonstrated a po.,_-
teriori.

L = +
(2) A sufficient number of control laws must also

y = CI8 + DVr, I be determined to account for the entire range of
possible though unpredictable variations in inter-

where the conductor current vector Is is now known nal plasma quantities during each control phase.
as the "state" vector, and consists of perturbations

in PF coil and vessel currents from their equilib- B. NonrigidModel Derivation
rium values. The PF coil voltage vector Vpf is

now referred to as the "control" vector, and simi- In order to design a nominal control law for
larly corresponds to perturbations in PF voltages a particular choice of equilibrium, a plasma re-
from equilibrium values. The sensed variable vec- sponse model is required. For the equilibrium con-
tor y typically consists of perturbations from equi- trol problem, such a model fundamentally must de-
librium values in magnetic field probe, flux loop, scribe the variation in flux at the conductors as well
and Rogowski loop signals for the general toka-

as the influence of the plasma on the controlled pa-
mak control problem. However, because of the

rameters. These correspond to the matrix Xss in
knowledge of the plasma state to be assumed in Eq. (1) and the plasma contribution to the output
the present design effort (see Section I), the sensed matrix C in Eq. (2).
variable vector consists of gap error values, mea-

sured perturbed PF coil currents, and estimated In this section we describe a plasma response
perturbed passive conductor currents. In what fol- model which is computed using a vertical stabil-
lows, system vectors will be implicitly understood ity package integrated with the TEQ free-boundary
to contain perturbed quantities only. MHD equilibrium code. The plasma is treated as

an ideal MHD fluid and the conducting plates and
Model error must produce some degree of un- coils surrounding the plasma are decomposed into

certainty in all of these signals. However, an extra a series of resistive, axisymmetric toroidal rings.
uncertainty must be ascribed to the passive con- The characteristic timescale of plasma motion is
ductor currents, as these are to be estimated from assumed to be much slower than ideal MHD growth
magnetic signals in the final realization of the con- times (i.e., plasma inertia is ordered small). This is
trol design, equivalent to assuming the plasma to be in equilib-

rium at all times on the timescale of the plasma re-
IV. PLASMA RESPONSE MODEL sponse of interest. Under these circumstances, the

growth rate of any instability is dependent on the
A. Operating Point Equilibria component of the plasma displacement perpendic-

ular to the flux surfaces and the currents induced or
Let the term "control phase" denote a time in- driven in the conductors surrounding the plasma.

terval during which a single control law is expected

to be used to maintain stable plasma evolution. A The perpendicular displacement is solved for
single shot evolution process, such as plasma cur- using a variational procedure analogous to the Ex-
rent rampup, might include several control phases, tended Energy Principle of ideal MHD: an expres-
each of which will require its own control law. An sion representing the potential energy for the
entire shot might therefore contain many such con- plasma and vacuum regions is minimized with re-
trol phases, spect to trial functions for the displacement? A

matrix equation of the form 3
During a control phase, the plasma may be ex-

pected to evolve in some way or to remain in a (WF + WV)_ + WsI8 = 0 , (3)
steady state. In either case, a single operating
point equilibrium must be defined to represent each is obtained, where the matrices WF and Wv rep-
control phase to be expected during the evolution resent the plasma and vacuum energies respectively,
of a shot, and a single nominal control law must the matrix Ws represents the effect of conductors,
be found for each phase. For a control phase con- the vector _ represents the displacement trial func-
taining expected plasma variation (e.g. rampup tions, and the vector I8 represents conductor cur-
or profile relaxation following the removal of beam rents as in Eqs. (1) and (2). The displacement and
heating), the robustness of the nominal control law the conductor currents are also related by a matrix



circuit equation similar to Eq. (1): 2.0

P_ + (Mss + Mco,.,.)i8+ P,.,818= B1Vp! , (4) _ rib

where P represents the plasma-conductor induc- _ _-'_
tance due to plasma deformation and is related to
Ws. Mco,.r, also arising from the Energy Prin- 1.0
ciple calculation, represents the correction to the
conductor mutual inductance matrix due to image
currents in the plasma. All other quantities are [5
as defined previously. These two sets of matrix
equations can be solved simultaneously to yield _'_-- 0.0
the displacements, currents, and growth rates of N !
the system's normal modes. Combining Eqs. (3) r--1

and (4) and comparing the result with Eq. (1), IB/
the plasma response matrix is found to be X_s =
P(WF + Wv)-lW8 + Mcorr .

-1.0
The plasma contribution to the C matrix can

be determined in a similar way, calculating the ef-
fect of the plasma on controlled variables instead [-]
of its effect on conductor flux. _ B

-2.0
C. Comparisonof Rigidand NonrigidModels 0,0 1.5 2.5

The most common plasma response model used R (m)
in the analysis of tokamak vertical stability
assumes a current-conserving, rigid shift of the Fig. 3. DIII-D geometry with flux contours (levels in Wb)
plasma current distribution for the displacement, for a lower single-null diverted plasma. An "x" drawn
While not consistent with the ideal MHD model, immediately below the last closed flux surface denotes

the X-point location.
such a plasma response can be easily determined
from an equilibrium calculation and lends itself
readily to simple circuit a_.alysis. It is also the
correct limit for a filamentary (infinite inductance) Flux perturbations due to plasma alone cor-
plasma, a common chc:2e for the lowest order ap- responding to the rigid current-conserving vertical
proximation to the actual instability. In what fol- shift are illustrated in Fig. 4. This mode shape cor-
lows, "rigid" will always refer to the current- responds to any column (or row) of the (unity rank)
conserving rigid vertical displacement model, and X88 matrix for the rigid vertical shift. The open
"nonrigid" will refer to the flux-conserving non- circles represent negative flux perturbation at the
rigid plasma response model, stabilizing vessel elements, while the "+" symbols

rep,-esent positive flux perturbations. The radius of

Because the plasma can only move rigidly and each circle is proportional to the amplitude of the
vertically in the rigid model, only one distribution perturbation at that conductor. The dotted liaes
of flux perturbation among conductors is produced are contours of flux which would result if the mode
by plasma motion. That is, the resulting plasma consisted of currents in the vessel. These contour
response matrix, Xs8 is unity rank, and produces lines are meant only to provide another means of
only a single flux perturbation vector at the con- judging the symmetries at the mode. The mode
ductors (of varying amplitude) regardless of the shown is clearly related to a vertical, largely up-
conductor current vector. As an example, we use down symmetric displacement of the plasma.
the lower single-null DIII-D equilibrium whose flux
contours (level values in Wb) are shown in Fig. 3 By comparison, the nonrigid plasma response
along with DIII-D machine geometry. For this ex- matrix can exhibit several significant modes of flux
ample, only vacuum vessel elements are used for perturbation at the vessel. Performing a singular
stabilization, value decomposition (SVD) of the nonrigid X88
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Fig. 4. Change of flux at conductors due to plasma Fig. 5. Change of flux at conductors due to plasma
displacement and current variation alone. The response displacement and current variation alone. The response
shown results from a constant current, rigid, vertical shown results from a flux conserving, nonrigid, "vertical"
plasma displacement, mode plasma displacement.

matrix extracts the principal axes, or modes of also serves to illustrate the importance of using
the plasma response. Defining this SVD by X88 = a nonrigid model. With only the vacuum vessel
U]EV w, the plasma response principal axes are the for passive stabilization, the rigid model produces
columns of the U matrix. The mode associated a single unstable open loop mode with a growth
with the largest singular value is shown in Fig. 5 rate of "Yri9= 260 s-1. The nonrigid model sim-
with the same symbology as in the previous fig- ilarly produces a single unstable open loop mode,
ure. As expected, this dominant mode is very close but with a growth rate of %,on = 315 s-1. This
to the rigid vertical plasma displacement shown in 20% difference is sufficient to produce unsatisfac-
Fig. 4, but involves non-vertical motion as well and tory performance for one model using a controller
is not as up-down symmetric as the rigid mode. designed with the other model.

The mode associated with the second largest It is interesting to note that in this case the
singular value represents a largely radial shift of rigid model growth rate was found to be less than
the plasma and is shown in Fig. 6. Just as the that found for the nonrigid model. This order-
"vertical" mode included non-vertical plasma mo- ing agrees with experimental results for tokamaks
tion, this "radial" mode clearly includes vertical such as DIII-D and Alcator C-MOD, 4 as well as
displacements as well. While the actual plasma- with theoretical analysis of the problem. 5 However,
conductor mode related to this plasma displace- some have found the opposite ordering in the case
ment mode is stable, the coupling to vertical mo- of ITER. 6 The reasons for this are as yet unclear.,
tion means that its dynamics must be taken into but the present uncertainty serves to emphasize the
account in a multivariable control design• need for a robust design which can ensure satisfac-

tory performance for both models.

A comparison of the vertical instability growth
rates arising from the rigid and nonrigid models



2.0 time,orevendriveninstabilityforan actualplasma.
Failuretoaccountfortheactualnoiseand distur-

banceenvironmentcan alsoleadtounsatisfactory
, ." .......°

.+.#+ #...... pe fo  =co
._........ While some degreeofimprovementinconduc-1.0- 4"

, o .i : ._ ..... tor model accuracy is possible by experimental sea-
: surement of its dynamic response to coil excitation,

4?' / ."'_.':" the plasma response cannot always be safely mea-
i :: :":'•_." sured before a working control system is needed.

,_ 4", '. : ' : ._' "This is particularly true for a device such as ITER

E 0.0 - ': '. i!i._ which can tolerateveryfew disruptionsresulting' . . : from plasma controlfailure.In effect,the con-
N 4" '•. - '.'."._.. trol system must function satisfactorily from the'• i + . • o

.

" ".•'..".._-" moment the machine is first operated in a high-*. , . o.°-"

'.... .. i•._......., performance mode. Furthermore, the evolution• . • of profiles which strongly affect plasma dynamic• . +-I.0 - o
• "4'ii'".... response cannot be easily predicted in the com-

o .o ". "'..... plex heating, fueling, and burning environment of
e "-e ITER. For such a device it is prudent to build some

degree of robustness into the controller design from
the outset.

-2.0 i t t t
0.0 1.5 2.5 A robustcontroldesignisone which provides

R(m) satisfactory performance and stability even in the
presence of model error, noise, or disturbances.

Fig. 6. Changeof fluxat conductorsdue to plasma Typically,a controllercan be designedto be ro-
displacementand currentvariationalone. The response busttoone or two ofthesephenomena but not to
shownresultsfroma fluxconserving,nonrigid."radial" all.For example,therequirementsforinsensitiv-
mode plasmadisplacement, ityto noisearetypicallynot compatiblewith the

requirementsforinsensitivitytodisturbances.De-
V. MULTIVARIABLE ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN signersmust choosea balanceofrobustnesstoeach

phenomenon which isappropriateforthesystem,

In studieson DIII-D,7 JT-60U,8 and Alcator making tradeoffsas necessaryto ensuresatisfac-
C-MOD, 4 ithas not beenpossibletoverifyagree- toryperformance.Such a balancecan be achieved
sent betweenrigidfilamentornonrigidMHD sod- in multivariablesystemsusingthe robustcontrol
elsand experimentbelowa 20-50% accuracylevel• methods of Hoo designand structuredsingular
For both kindsof plasma model, uncertaintyin valueanalysis(p-analysis)and synthesis,g'1°
theconductormodelsand lackofknowledgeofthe
equilibriumprofileshascontributedtothislevelof Thisapproachrequiresa degreeofsystemspec-
agreementinallof themachinestudies.The key ificationnotrequiredby nonrobusttechniques.The
pointisthatitispreciselythislackofknowledgeof uncertaintiesexpectedinplasmaresponse,conduc-
theequilibriumwhichfacesthecontroldesigner:in torcoupling,and power supplymodels must be
actualmachineoperationpreciseknowledgeofthe characterizedand incorporatedintothe nominal
profilesisingeneralnot possiblepriorto achieve- system model. Closed-loopperformancecriteria
meritoftheequilibrium• must be specifiedin terms of desiredfrequency

responses.Robust designmethods have the ad-
Thisdegreeofuncertaintyinplasmaresponse vantage,however,thatexcellentcontrollerscan be

can easilygiveriseto unsatisfactoryperformance designedeven ifknowledgeof the actualplasma,
inthefinalrealizationofa controlsystem.A closed- conductor,and power supplyresponsesisimper-I

loopsystemwhichisunderdrivenasa consequence fect,as isthe caseforthe tokamak plasma con-
of model errorcan resultin sluggishresponseor trolproblem. Ifa robustdesignsolutioncan be
instability•An over-drivenclosedloopsystemcan found,closedloopstabilitywillbe guaranteedeven
exhibitunacceptablyhighovershoot,longsettling withsuchimperfectknowledgeofthesystemtobe



controlled. Precedent exists in the application of VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
these methods to the problem of plasma vertical
stabilization for the ITER Conceptual Design Ac- An approach to design of the shape and sta-
tivity (CDA) configuration. 11 bility control system for ITER has been proposed

which exploits multivariable robust control analy-
The procedure used to design a robust multi- sis and synthesis techniques. This design philoso-

variable plasma controller is to: phy can produce controllers which provide satisfac-

1. Construct a generalized system model consist- tory performance in the presence of expected levels
ing of the physical system model, uncertainty of model error, noise, and disturbances. Plasma
models, and performance specification weight- current, poloidal 8, and internal inductance are
ing functions: used as bases for gain scheduling, in which new

a. Model the physical system to be controlled, gain laws are chosen as these quantities vary.

b. Add uncertainty models to specify robust- An algorithm has been developed for comput-
ness. ing nonrigid flux-conserving plasma response mod-

c. Add performance models to specify the re- els appropriate for shaping and stability control
quired performance in terms of frequency design. The algorithm has been implemented in
dependent weighting of certain (typically a package integrated with the TEQ free-boundary
error) signals in the physical system model. MHD equilibrium code. The plasma stability re-

2. Design the controller with Hoo design techniques, sponse package and TEQ together comprise a pow-

3. Analyze robustness and performance of the erful tool contributing to the analysis and design
closed loop system with Structured Singular of tokamak equilibrium control systems.
Value (#) analysis and both linear and non-
linear simulation. A comparison between nonrigid (flux-

conserving) and rigid (current-conserving) plasma
Steps 2 and 3 are iterated until a suitable con- models demonstrated the difference in plasma mo-

troller is found, tion allowed and the corresponding growth rates
calculated for these models. For an example DIII-D

Robust control is a very conservative design ap- equilibrium, the nonrigid model growth rate was
proach because it attempts to design a controller found to exceed the rigid model growth rate by
for the worst case, least accurate model within
the prespecified uncertainty and the worst external approximately 20%.

disturbances and/or noise level. Conservative ap- Nonrigid ideal MHD plasma response models
proaches have both advantages and disadvantages, such as that described here are theoretically the
The principal advantage is that this approach max- most physically correct presently available, and in-
imizes confidence that when implemented, the de- clude significant plasma degrees of freedom not
sign will perform satisfactorily (providing a suffi- represented in simple rigid plasma displacement
ciently robust solution was found). The disadvan- models. These degrees of freedom must be taken
tage is that Hoo and robust methods may not pro- into account in a multivariable equilibrium control
duce the absolute best design which optimizes cost- design. Such models will allow design of an in-
performance criteria (because it effectively designs tegrated shape and stability control system which
for the worst case, which seldom occurs), will simultaneously drive six PF coils in ITER to

Better response characteristics can be produced regulate six plasma-wall gaps.
and cost-performance can be improved by employ-
ing less conservative design assumptions. However,
the relaxation in uncertainty constraints must be ACKNOWLEDGMENT
warrented by some actual improved knowledge of
the machine geometry or plasma response, which is The anthors would like to thank M.L. Walker
not likely to be available until after ITER construc- for generous contributions of expertise in robust
tion is complete. In the absence of such explicit control methods.
improvement in model accuracy, robust techniques
which take into account the actual expected un- This is a report of work supported by the U.S.
certainty will provide maximum confidence in the Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DF_,-
achievability of reliable equilibrium control. AC03-89ER51114 and W-7405-ENG-48.
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